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Changes since -08

• Changed Blob/set to Blob/upload
  - No state
  - No update or destroy

• Removed catenate
  - More complex for simple case, but more regular

• Made capabilities simpler
  - No inheritance, explicit limit or none
Everything is catenate

- **data**: an array of **DataSourceObjects**

**Example:**

```json
[
  "Blob/upload",
  {
    "create": {
      "b4": {
        "data": [
          {
            "data:asText": "The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog."
          }
        ],
        "type": "text/plain"
      }
    }
  },
  "S4"
]
```
Done?

- We’re in WGLC, but this is a significant change.
- Please send feedback on the list.
- Implemented in Cyrus IMAP already.